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Fallowing many papers, related to different breeding systems of the Chinchilla l., wire 
netting floor and bedding cage, which results that there are no significant differences 
overview the growth indices and implicit the forage  intake, we where studied the 
breed’s behavior to explain all these. Adopting one of the breeding systems involves 
smaller or bigger investment, this being the principal aim of this paper. Knowing that 
Chinchilla has an inactive period of 71,02%  from 24 h, they are  resting 54,05% and 
16,97%  so-called  sleeping in 24 h. From our studies results that most of inactive time 
(rest and sleeping) they are sitting on the dust bath tray, no matter the floor type. That 
explains there are no significant differences in outputs depending on the adopted 
technology. 
Key words: Chinchilla l., behavior, breeding system, floor.  

 
Introduction 

 
In our country carnivore fur-bearing animal breading have a history with very 

special results, lately a new herbivore species gained the breeders preferences.    
Chinchilla is a South American endemic rodent, it’s value consist in his extremly silky 
and dense fur, from one hair bulb rezults 70-120 hair depending on variety (BUD and 
ŞTEFAN 2006). 

 Worldwide is accepted two breeding systems, on the wire netting floor and 
bedding cages (suwdust). Scientific researches shown that is no significant differences 
in outputs depending on the adopted technology (wire netting floor or bedding cage). 
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Materials and methods 
 

The observations, was made on subjects from the Fur Animals Department 
bio-basis of the Faculty of Animal Husbandry and Biotechnology from the University 
of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine, Cluj-Napoca, Romania, and on the 
effective from de S.C. Mendiora S.R.L., Reghin, Mureş County, Roumania. 

Our research are followed a 10 chinchilla’s family, in total 60 animals, resting 
and sleeping behavior, in 10 iterrupted observations, durring day and night.  

Harem is the used breeding system, for each male corresponding 5 females 
(5+1), which has permanent access in the female’s cage through a visiting corridor. 
The bedding cages dimensions are: 50x40x40 cm, the bedding was done weekly. 

The results were processed with Marcel Petit formula:  
Tm = A1 x n / A 

       
   Where:         Tm = medium duration 
                        A1 = number of animals doing the observed activity 
                          A = number of all animals 
                           n = the time between two observation sessions 
The Marcel Petit formula helped as to calculate the different activities duration in 24 
ours.  
 

Results and discussions 
 

It is a general belief that the animals prefer the bedding cages instead of wire 
netting floor cages. In these order, farmers adopting this technologies without knowing 
his animals real needs. In this way they can adopt a more expensive breeding system, 
without outputs increase. 

Observing the animals which prefer as a resting and sleeping place the metallic 
sand dust tray from the cages door, we saw that almost 100% of them are sleeping and 
resting there.  

Table 1  
Chinchillas preferences regarding resting and sleeping spaces  

Crt. 
nr. 

Specification 
Animals 

(nr.) 
Percent 

(%) 

1 
Sleep: 

- on bedding 
- on the sand bath tray  

 
6 

54 

 
10 
90 

2 
Rest:  

- on bedding 
- on the sand bath tray 

 
9 

51 

 
15 
85 
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Just in very rare cases and for short time chinchillas spent the resting and 
sleeping time on the bedding.  

Although our research demonstrated that most of the resting and sleeping time 
was spent on the sand dust tray.    

 
Table 2 

Sleeping and resting duration depending on preferred place 

Crt. 
nr. 

Type of  de activity 

Duration  
Total time from 

 24 h 
From total time of sleep and 

rest 

Min. % 
Absolute 

values (min.) 
Relative 
values 
(%) 

1 
Sleep: 

- on bedding 
- on the sand bath tray  

245 17 51.45 
193.55 

21 
79 

2 
Rest:  
      - on bedding 

      - on the sand bath tray 
780 54 148.2 

631.8 
19 
87 

 
Conclusions 

 
1. Our research demonstrated that most of the resting and sleeping time was spent 

on the sand dust tray.  The explication can be that these animals with a very 
dense fur prefer colder places. 

2. Because the chinchillas are resting the most of the time on the sand bath tray 
no matter of breeding system, explain the non-significant differences between 
the production performances.   

3. At the same time all this aspects constrain us to reconsider the chinchillas 
breeding system, because the bedding cages involves higher costs with 
materials and human work.  
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In urma lucrărilor ştiinţifice lecturate, care au tratat diferitele sisteme de creştere la specia 
Chinchilla, pe aşternut şi pe pardosea de grătar,din care au rezultat că nu există diferenţe 
semnificative în ceea ce privesc indicii de creştere şi implicit a consumului de furaje, ne-am 
aplecat cercetările asupra comportamentului pentru a explica acest lucru. Decizia adoptării 
sistemului de creştere atrage după sine cheltuieli mai mari sau mai mici, acesta fiind de fapt 
principalul motiv pentru elucidarea problemei. Cunoscând faptul că Chinchilla are o perioadă 
inactivă de 71,02 % din 24 h, odihna ocupă 54,05% iar somnul propriu zis 16,97% din 24 h. 
Rezultatele noastre au arătat că în marea majoritatea timpului de inactivitate (odihnă + sonm) 
animalele au stat pe tăviţa de îmbăiere cu nisip, indiferent de tipul de pardosea. Acest lucru 
explică lipsa diferenţelor semnificative în producţie în funcţie de tehnologia adoptată.  
Cuvinte cheie: Chinchilla l., comportament, sisteme de creştere, pardosea. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


